
A�ect-Driven Generation of Expressive Musical PerformancesJosep Llu��s Arcos, Dolores Ca~namero, and Ramon L�opez de M�antarasIIIA, Arti�cial Intelligence Research InstituteCSIC, Spanish Council for Scienti�c ResearchCampus UAB, 08193 Bellaterra, Catalonia, Spain.farcos, lola, mantarasg@iiia.csic.es, http://www.iiia.csic.esAbstractWe present an extension of an existing system, calledSaxEx, capable of generating expressive musical per-formances based on Case-Based Reasoning (CBR)techniques. In our previous work, SaxEx did not takeinto account the possibility of using a�ective labelsto guide the CBR task. This paper discusses theintroduction of such a�ective knowledge to improvethe retrieval capabilities of the system. Three af-fective dimensions are considered|tender-aggressive,sad-joyful, and calm-restless|that allow the user todeclaratively instruct the system to perform accord-ing to any combination of �ve qualitative values alongthese three dimensions.IntroductionThe problem with the automatic generation of expres-sive musical performances is that human performersuse musical knowledge that is not explicitly noted inmusical scores. Moreover, this knowledge is di�cultto verbalize and therefore AI approaches based on de-clatarive knowledge representations have serious lim-itations. An alternative approach is that of directlyusing the knowledge implicit in examples from record-ings of human performances.Previous work has addressed this problem mainly bymeans of MIDI instruments with the unavoidable lim-itations regarding expressivity. Our goal is the genera-tion of expressive musical performances in the contextof instruments with rich and continuous expressive ca-pabilities (like wind instruments). We have developedSaxEx(Arcos, L�opez de M�antaras, & Serra 1998), acase-based reasoning system for generating expressiveperformances of melodies based on examples of humanperformances. Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) (Aamodt& Plaza 1994) is an approach to problem solving andlearning where new problems are solved using similarpreviously solved problems. The two basic mechanismsused by CBR are (i) the retrieval of solved problems(also called precedents or cases) using some similaritycriteria and (ii) the adaptation of the solutions applied

in the precedents to the new problem. Case-based rea-soning techniques are appropriate on problems wheremany examples of solved problems can be obtained|like in our case where multiple examples can be easilyobtained from recordings of human performances.Sound analysis and synthesis techniques based onspectrum models like Spectral Modeling Synthesis(SMS) (Serra 1997; Serra et al. 1997) are useful for theextraction of high level parameters from real sounds,their transformation and the synthesis of a modi�edversion of the original. SaxEx uses SMS in order toextract basic information related to several expressiveparameters such as dynamics, rubato, vibrato, and ar-ticulation. The SMS synthesis procedure allows SaxExthe generation of new expressive interpretations (newsound �les).SaxEx incorporates background musical knowl-edge based on Narmour's implication/realization (IR)model (Narmour 1990) and Lerdahl and Jackendo�'sgenerative theory of tonal music (GTTM) (Lerdahl &Jackendo� 1993). These theories of musical perceptionand musical understanding are the basis of the compu-tational model of musical knowledge of the system.SaxEx is implemented in Noos (Arcos & Plaza 1997;1996), a reective object-centered representation lan-guage designed to support knowledge modeling ofproblem solving and learning.In our previous work on SaxEx (Arcos, L�opez deM�antaras, & Serra 1998) we had not taken into ac-count the possibility of exploiting the a�ective aspectsof music to guide the retrieval step of the CBR process.In this paper, we discuss the introduction of labels ofa�ective nature (such as \calm", \tender", \aggres-sive", etc.) as a declarative bias in the Identify andSearch subtasks of the Retrieval task (see Figure 2).BackgroundIn this section, we briey present some of the elementsunderlying SaxEx which are necessary to understandthe system.



SMSSound analysis and synthesis techniques based on spec-trum models like Spectral Modeling and Synthesis(SMS) are useful for the extraction of high level pa-rameters from real sound �les, their transformation,and the synthesis of a modi�ed version of these sound�les. SaxEx uses SMS in order to extract basic infor-mation related to several expressive parameters such asdynamics, rubato, vibrato, and articulation. The SMSsynthesis procedure allows the generation of expressivereinterpretations by appropriately transforming an in-expressive sound �le.The SMS approach to spectral analysis is based ona decomposing a sound into sinusoids plus a spectralresidual. From the sinusoidal plus the residual repre-sentation we can extract high level attributes such asattack and release times, formant structure, vibrato,and average pitch and amplitude, when the sound is anote or a monophonic phrase of an instrument. Theseattributes can be modi�ed and added back to the spec-tral representation without loss of sound quality.This sound analysis and synthesis system is ideal asa preprocessor, giving to SaxEx high level musical pa-rameters, and as a post-processor, adding the transfor-mations speci�ed by the case-based reasoning systemto the inexpressive original sound.NoosSaxEx is implemented in Noos (Arcos & Plaza 1997;1996), a reective object-centered representation lan-guage designed to support knowledge modeling ofproblem solving and learning. Modeling a problemin Noos requires the speci�cation of three di�erenttypes of knowledge: domain knowledge, problem solv-ing knowledge, and metalevel knowledge.Domain knowledge speci�es a set of concepts, a setof relations among concepts, and problem data thatare relevant for an application. Concepts and relationsde�ne the domain ontology of an application. For in-stance, the domain ontology of SaxEx is composed byconcepts such as notes, chords, analysis structures, andexpressive parameters. Problem data, described usingthe domain ontology, de�ne speci�c situations (spe-ci�c problems) that have to be solved. For instance,speci�c inexpressive musical phrases to be transformedinto expressive ones.Problem solving knowledge speci�es the set of tasksto be solved in an application. For instance, the maintask of SaxEx is to infer a sequence of expressive trans-formations for a given musical phrase. Methods modeldi�erent ways of solving tasks. Methods can be ele-mentary or can be decomposed into subtasks. Thesenew (sub)tasks may be achieved by other methods. A

method de�nes an execution order over subtasks andan speci�c combination of the results of the subtasks inorder to solve the task it performs. For a given task,there can be multiple alternative methods that maysolve the task in di�erent situations. This recursivedecomposition of a task into subtasks by means of amethod is called task/method decomposition.The metalevel of Noos incorporates, among othertypes of (meta-)knowledge, Preferences, used by SaxExto rank cases, and Perspectives, used in the retrievaltask. Preferences model decision making criteria aboutsets of alternatives present in domain knowledge andproblem solving knowledge. For instance, preferenceknowledge can be used to model criteria for rankingsome precedent cases over other precedent cases fora task in a speci�c situation. Perspectives (Arcos &L�opez de M�antaras 1997), constitute a mechanism todescribe declarative biases for case retrieval in struc-tured and complex representations of cases. They pro-vide a exible and dynamical retrieval mechanism andare used by SaxEx to make decisions about the rel-evant aspects of a problem. SaxEx incorporates twotypes of declarative biases in the perspectives. On theone hand, metalevel knowledge to assess similaritiesamong scores using the analysis structures built uponthe IR and GTTMmusical models. On the other hand,(metalevel) knowledge to detect a�ective intention inperformances and to assess similarities among them.Once a problem is solved, Noos automatically mem-orizes (stores and indexes) that problem. The collec-tion of problems that a system has solved is calledthe episodic memory of Noos. The problems solvedby Noos are accessible and retrievable. This introspec-tion capability of Noos is the basic building block forintegrating learning, and speci�cally CBR, into Noos.Musical ModelsSaxEx incorporates two theories of musical percep-tion and musical understanding that constitute thebackground musical knowledge of the system: Nar-mour's implication/realization (IR) model (Narmour1990) and Lerdahl and Jackendo�'s generative theoryof tonal music (GTTM) (Lerdahl & Jackendo� 1993).Narmour's implication/realization model proposes atheory of cognition of melodies based on eight basicstructures. These structures characterize patterns ofmelodic implications that constitute the basic units ofthe listener perception. Other parameters such as met-ric, duration, and rhythmic patterns emphasize or in-hibit the perception of these melodic implications. Theuse of the IR model provides a musical analysis basedon the structure of the melodic surface.Examples of IR basic structures are the P process



(a melodic pattern describing a sequence of at leastthree notes with similar intervals and same ascendingor descending registral direction) and the ID process(a sequence of at least three notes with same intervalsand di�erent registral directions).On the other hand, Lerdahl and Jackendo�'s gener-ative theory of tonal music (GTTM) o�ers a comple-mentary approach to understanding melodies based ona hierarchical structure of musical cognition. GTTMproposes four types of hierarchical structures associ-ated with a piece.Examples of GTTM analysis structures areprolongational-reduction|a hierarchical struc-ture describing tension-relaxation relationships amonggroups of notes|and time-span-reduction|ahierarchical structure describing the relative struc-tural importance of notes within the heard rhythmicunits of a phrase. Both are tree structures that aredirectly represented in Noos because of the tree-datarepresentation capabilities of the language.Our goal in using both, IR and GTTM models,is to take advantage of combining the IR analysis ofmelodic surface with the GTTM structural analysis ofthe melody. These are two complementary views ofmelodies that inuence the execution of a performance.A�ective DescriptionsThe use of a�ective adjectives to characterize di�erentaspects of musical performance has a long tradition.In baroque music, each piece or movement had an \af-fect" associated with it that was intended to have \thesoul exert control over the body and �ll it with pas-sions that were strongly expressed" (Cyr 1992). Manylists of a�ective adjectives have been proposed by dif-ferent theorists, e.g., Castiglioni, Galilei, Rousseau,Quantz, Mattheson, or more recently Cooke (Cooke1959). The main problems with the use of a�ectiveadjectives for musical purposes are that their mean-ing might vary over time, they are highly subjectiveand usually redundant or overlapping, and it is verydi�cult to assess what are the relationships betweendi�erent labels. In order to avoid these problems, wedecided not to use isolated adjectives, but rather torank a�ective intentions along three orthogonal dimen-sions: tender-aggressive, sad-joyful, and calm-restless.To come out with these dimensions, we drew inspira-tion from the experiments conducted by (Canazza &Orio 1997), where sonological analysis of jazz record-ings and the listeners' perception of them showed thata broad set of a�ective adjectives (16 in the experi-ments reported there) could be clustered into a fewmain dimensions. In addition, these dimensions relateto semantic notions, such as activity, tension versus
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Figure 1: General view of SaxEx blocks.relaxation, brightness, etc., although a one-to-one cor-relation cannot be neatly established.SaxExAn input for SaxEx is a musical phrase described bymeans of its musical score (a MIDI �le), a sound, andspeci�c qualitative labels along a�ective dimensions.A�ective labels can be partially speci�ed, i.e. the userdoes not have to provide labels for every dimension.The score contains the melodic and the harmonic in-formation of the musical phrase. The sound containsthe recording of an inexpressive interpretation of themusical phrase played by a musician. Values for a�ec-tive dimensions will guide the search in the memoryof cases. The output of the system is a new sound�le, obtained by transformations of the original sound,and containing an expressive performance of the samephrase.Solving a problem in SaxEx involves three phases:the analysis phase, the reasoning phase, and the syn-thesis phase (see Figure 1). Analysis and synthe-sis phases are implemented using SMS sound analy-sis and synthesis techniques. The reasoning phase isperformed using CBR techniques and implemented inNoos and is the main focus of this paper.The development of SaxEx involved the elabora-tion of two main model: the domain model and theproblem-solving models. The domain model containsthe concepts and structures relevant for representing



musical knowledge. The problem-solving model con-sists mainly of a problem solving method for inferringa sequence of expressive transformations for a givenmusical phrase. Problems to be solved by SaxEx arerepresented as complex structured cases embodyingthree di�erent kinds of musical knowledge: (1) con-cepts related to the score of the phrase such as notesand chords, (2) concepts related to background musi-cal theories such as implication/realization structuresand GTTM's time-span reduction nodes, and (3) con-cepts related to the performance of musical phrases.A�ective labels belong to this third type.Modeling Musical KnowledgeA score is represented by a melody, embodying a se-quence of notes, and a harmony, embodying a sequenceof chords. Each note holds in turn a set of features suchas its pitch (C5, G4, etc), its position with respect tothe beginning of the phrase, its duration, a referenceto its underlying harmony, and a reference to the nextnote of the phrase. Chords hold also a set of featuressuch as name (Cmaj7, E7, etc), position, duration, anda reference to the next chord.The musical analysis representation embodies struc-tures of the phrase inferred using Narmour's andGTTM background musical knowledge. The anal-ysis structure of a melody is represented by aprocess-structure (embodying a sequence of IR ba-sic structures), a time-span-reduction structure (em-bodying a tree describing metrical relations), and aprolongational-reduction structure (embodying a treedescribing tensing and relaxing relations). Moreover, anote holds the metrical-strength feature, inferred usingGTTM theory, expressing the note's relative metricalimportance into the phrase.The information about the expressive performancescontained in the examples of the case memory, is rep-resented by a sequence of events (extracted using theSMS sound analysis capabilities) and a sequence of af-fective regions, as explained below.There is an event for each note within the phraseembodying information about expressive parametersapplied to that note. Speci�cally, an event holds infor-mation about dynamics, rubato, vibrato, articulation,and attack. These expressive parameters are describedusing qualitative labels as follows:� Changes in dynamics are described relative to theaverage loudness of the phrase by means of a setof �ve ordered labels. The middle label representsaverage loudness and lower and upper labels repre-sent respectively increasing or decreasing degrees ofloudness.

� Changes in rubato are described relative to the av-erage tempo also by means of a set of �ve orderedlabels. Analogously to dynamics, qualitative labelsabout rubato cover the range from a strong ac-celerando to a strong ritardando.� The vibrato level is described using two parameters:frequency and amplitude. Both parameters are de-scribed using �ve qualitative labels from no-vibratoto highest-vibrato.� The articulation between notes is described usingagain a set of �ve ordered labels covering the rangefrom legato to staccato.� Finally, SaxEx considers two possibilities regardingnote attack: (1) reaching the pitch of a note start-ing from a lower pitch, and (2) increasing the noisecomponent of the sound. These two possibilitieswere chosen because they are characteristic of sax-ophone playing but additional possibilities can beintroduced without altering the system.A�ective regions group (sub)-sequences of eventswith common a�ective expressivity. Speci�cally, ana�ective region holds knowledge describing the follow-ing a�ective dimensions: tender-aggressive, sad-joyful,and calm-restless. These a�ective dimensions are de-scribed using �ve qualitative labels as follows. Themiddle label represents no predominance (e.g. neithertender nor aggressive), lower and upper labels repre-sent, respectively predominance in one direction (e.g.absolutely calm is described with the lowest label).The SaxEx taskThe task of SaxEx is to infer a set of expressive trans-formations to be applied to every note of an inexpres-sive phrase given as input problem. To achieve this,SaxEx uses a CBR problem solver, a case memoryof expressive performances, and background musicalknowledge. Transformations concern the dynamics, ru-bato, vibrato, articulation and attack of each note inthe inexpressive phrase.The cases stored in the episodic memory of SaxExcontain knowledge about the expressive transforma-tions performed by a human player given speci�c la-bels for a�ective dimensions. A�ective knowledge isthe basis for guiding the CBR problem solver.For each note in the phrase, the following subtask de-composition (Figure 2) is performed by the case-basedproblem solving method implemented in Noos:� Retrieve: The goal of the retrieve task is to choose,from the memory of cases (pieces played expres-sively), the set of notes|the cases|most similar to
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Figure 2: Task decomposition of the SaxEx CBRmethod.the current one|the problem. This task is decom-posed in three subtasks:{ Identify : its goal is to build retrieval perspec-tives using the a�ective values speci�ed by theuser and the musical background knowledge in-tegrated in the system. A�ective labels are usedto determine a �rst declarative retrieval bias: weare interested in notes with a�ective labels closeto a�ective labels required in the current problem.Musical knowledge gives two possible declarativeretrieval biases: a �rst bias based on Narmour'simplication/realization model, and a second biasbased on Lerdahl and Jackendo�'s generative the-ory. These perspectives guide the retrieval processby focusing it on the most relevant aspects of thecurrent problem.{ Search: its goal is to search cases in the case mem-ory using Noos retrieval methods and some previ-ously constructed Perspective(s). As an example,let us assume that, by means of a Perspective, wedeclare that we are interested in notes belongingto calm and very tender a�ective regions. Then,the Search subtask will search for notes in the ex-pressive performances that, following this crite-rion, belong to either calm and very tender a�ec-tive regions (most preferred), or calm and tendera�ective regions, or very calm and very tender af-fective regions (both less preferred).{ Select : its goal is to rank the retrieved cases us-ing Noos preference methods. Preference methodsuse criteria such as similarity in duration of notes,harmonic stability, or melodic directions.� Reuse: its goal is to choose, from the set of moresimilar notes previously selected, a set of expressivetransformations to be applied to the current note.

The �rst criterion used is to adapt the transforma-tions of the most similar note. When several notesare considered equally similar, the transformationsare selected according to the majority rule. Finally,in case of a tie, one of them is selected randomly.� Retain: the incorporation of the new solved problemto the memory of cases is performed automaticallyin Noos. All solved problems will be available forthe reasoning process in future problems.ExperimentsWe are studying the issue of musical expression in thecontext of tenor saxophone interpretations. We havedone several recordings of a tenor sax performer play-ing several Jazz standard ballads ('All of me', 'Autumnleaves', 'Misty', and 'My one and only love') with dif-ferent degrees of expressiveness, including an inexpres-sive interpretation of each piece. These recordings didnot take into account the expression of a�ects. Theywere analyzed, using the SMS spectral modeling tech-niques, to extract basic information related to the ex-pressive parameters.Two sets of experiments had been conducted pre-viously combining the di�erent Jazz ballads recorded.The �rst set of experiments consisted in using examplesof three di�erent expressive performances of twentynote phrases of a piece in order to generate an expres-sive reinterpretation of another inexpressive phrase ofthe same piece. This group of experiments revealedthat SaxEx identi�es clearly the relevant cases eventhough the new phrase introduces small variations withrespect to the phrases existing in the memory of prece-dent cases.The second set of experiments was intended to useexamples of expressive performances of some pieces inorder to generate expressive reinterpretations of di�er-ent inexpressive pieces. More concretely, we workedwith three di�erent expressive performances of a piecehaving about �fty notes in order to generate expres-sive reinterpretations of about thirty-note inexpressivephrases of a di�erent piece. This second group of ex-periments revealed that the use of perspectives in theretrieval step allows to identify situations such as longnotes, ascending or descending melodic lines, etc. Suchsituations are also usually identi�ed by a human per-former.We are now in the process of conducting a new setof experiments taking into account the expression ofa�ects. In the previous SaxEx experiments the per-former was only required to play several versions of thesame ballad introducing di�erent expressive resourcesbut without being forced to give any emotional inten-tion. The categorization according to a�ective labels



has been done a posteriori by us, after a careful anal-ysis of the recordings. Each musical phrase (of eightbars) has been divided into a�ective regions and la-beled according to the averaged labeling of several lis-teners. This division allows us to track the evolutionof the a�ective intention that the musician introducesin a phrase.The idea underlying these experiments is to be ableto ask the system to perform expressively any musicalphrase according to a speci�c a�ective label or combi-nation of them.Prospect and future workThe integration of a�ective labels allows to improvethe performance of SaxEx in several ways. From theperspective of users, a more friendly interaction withthe system is possible. On the one hand, users canwork in a more intuitive way, without needing formalmusical knowledge. On the other hand, it is possibleto generate a wider range of expressive intentions bycombining a�ective labels in multiple ways.A�ective knowledge also enhances the reasoning ofthe system. In particular, a�ective labels constitute anadditional criterion to discriminate among the severalcandidate performances of a same phrase.The experiments we are currently carrying on weredesigned using already existing recordings that hadbeen made without the purpose of communicating af-fects. As a next step, we plan to incorporate into thesystem additional recordings in which the performerwill be required to play according to a�ective labels.This will allows us to obtain a richer case memory andto better assess how the a�ect that the musician in-tends to communicate is perceived by the listeners.This will also ease the task of relating a�ective labelswith expressive parameters|done by hand in the cur-rent experiments. This analysis could be used in thefuture to have SaxEx learn automatically associationsof labels and the use of expressive parameters for sit-uations appearing recurrently in the cases. Finally, itwould be interesting to discriminate situations whereexpressive variations are used because of the logicalstructure of the score, as opposed to situations wherethese variations come from the a�ective intentions ofthe musician.AcknowledgementsThe research reported in this paper is partly supportedby the ESPRIT LTR 25500-COMRISCo-Habited Mixed-Reality Information Spaces project. We also acknowl-edge the support of ROLAND Electronics de Espa~naS.A. to our AI & Music project.
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